
Barack Hussein Obama II born August 4, 1961 is the 44th and current President of the United States. He 

is the first African American to hold the office. Obama previously served as a United States Senator from 

Illinois, from January 2005 until he resigned following his victory in the 2008 presidential election. 

Born in Honolulu, Hawaii, Obama is a graduate of Columbia University and Harvard Law School, where 

he was the president of the Harvard Law Review. He was a community organizer in Chicago before 

earning his law degree. He worked as a civil rights attorney in Chicago and taught constitutional law at 

the University of Chicago Law School from 1992 to 2004. He served three terms representing the 13th 

District in the Illinois Senate from 1997 to 2004. 

Following an unsuccessful bid against the Democratic incumbent for a seat in the United States House of 

Representatives in 2000, Obama ran for the United States Senate in 2004. Several events brought him to 

national attention during the campaign, including his victory in the March 2004 Illinois Democratic 

primary for the Senate election and his keynote address at the Democratic National Convention in July 

2004. He won election to the U.S. Senate in Illinois in November 2004. His Presidential campaign began 

in February 2007, and after a close campaign in the 2008 Democratic Party presidential primaries against 

Hillary Rodham Clinton, he won his party's nomination. In the 2008 presidential election, he defeated 

Republican nominee John McCain, and was inaugurated as president on January 20, 2009. Nine months 

later, Obama was named the 2009 Nobel Peace Prize laureate. 

As president, Obama signed economic stimulus legislation in the form of the American Recovery and 

Reinvestment Act of 2009 and the Tax Relief, Unemployment Insurance Reauthorization, and Job 

Creation Act of 2010. Other domestic policy initiatives include the Patient Protection and Affordable 

Care Act, the Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, the Don't Ask, Don't Tell 

Repeal Act of 2010 and the Budget Control Act of 2011. In foreign policy, he ended the war in Iraq, 

increased troop levels in Afghanistan, signed the New START arms control treaty with Russia, ordered 

US involvement in the 2011 Libya military intervention, and ordered the military operation that resulted 

in the death of Osama bin Laden. In April 2011, Obama declared his intention to seek re-election in the 

2012 presidential election. 

Barack Obama's visit to India in November, the record of the United States' 44th President on deepening 

economic ties with India does not inspire confidence. 

Look at the facts. The economic dimension of the bilateral relationship has grown significantly in size and 

complexity since the pre-1991 era. Even more so since India decisively emerged from the fog of post-

Pokhran nuclear isolation and sanctions were lifted by former President George W. Bush in 2001. Indeed 

it was the very same man who then went on to give the burgeoning relationship its biggest breakthrough 

in the form of the civilian nuclear deal. 

Yet some in India's private sector, and perhaps in the Industry and External Affairs Ministries as well, 

would argue that that was where it ended. To be sure, the current U.S. administration has not spoiled the 

party entirely; if anything it has been at pains to sustain the image of not rocking the boat. Thus there 

have been veritable cascades of bonhomie during such encounters as Prime Minister Manmohan Singh's 

much-touted ―first state visit‖ of the Obama Presidency last November, and the India-U.S. Strategic 

Dialogue of May 2010. 

First, export control restrictions, particularly on dual-use, high-tech items, have been brought up time and 

again by senior officials such as Foreign Secretary Nirupama Rao and Commerce and Industry Minister 

Anand Sharma. In March, as Ms. Rao co-chaired a meeting of the India-U.S. High Technology 

Cooperation Group, she described the restrictions and related constraints as ―anachronistic.‖ 

Second, the U.S. Bureau of Industry and Security has inexplicably retained government organisations 



such as the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) on the Entities List, thereby banning U.S. 

corporations from trading with them. Although Robert Blake, Assistant Secretary for South and Central 

Asian Affairs and other U.S. officials promised several months ago that the list was being revised, ISRO 

has not officially been taken off it yet. 

Third, the ―totalisation‖ conundrum has led to Indian professionals paying ―huge amounts‖ as social 

security contributions in the U.S. and yet they are unable to draw any benefits on the basis of such 

contributions. Senior Indian Ministers such as Labour and Employment Minister Mallikarjun Kharge and 

Minister of State for Communications and Information Technology Sachin Pilot spelled out the nature of 

the problem to their U.S. counterparts in Washington in March and April. Yet in an interview with The 

Hindu, Mr. Blake said that the U.S. social security administration had ―really grappled with this but thus 

far not found a way to be responsive.‖ 

Visa fee hike 

The most recent salvo came last week when Democratic Senators Charles Schumer and Clair McCaskill 

sponsored — and got passed — a border security bill entailing an H1-B- and L-visa application fee hike 

of $2,000 for firms with a higher proportion of non-American employees.  

No prizes for guessing which firms would be most adversely hit by this bill. The National Association of 

Software and Services Companies (Nasscom) sharply criticised the bill, and its president Som Mittal 

warned it was an ―indirect form of protectionism and runs contrary to the Obama administration's oft-

repeated goal of opening markets and doubling U.S. exports.‖ 

To some, these worrisome barriers to an open economic relationship are symptomatic of the old 

stereotype of Democratic administrations — that they are less concerned about economic proximity to 

India than Republican administrations are. Others worry specifically about the Obama government's 

penchant for protectionist policies, a trend that is certainly validated by the emerging rhetoric in 

Washington. 

So far as Mr. Obama himself is concerned, it began long before he became President. As a Democratic 

Senator and rising star on the domestic political scene, he gained notoriety in India for backing several 

―killer amendments‖ to the India-U.S. civilian nuclear agreement. Although pro-deal lobbies dodged that 

bullet and the Feingold Amendments were defeated in the Senate, Mr. Obama has done little in his 

Presidential avatar to shake off the reputation that his actions created. 

And the future looks even bleaker. The President and his Democratic colleagues are increasingly adopting 

a tunnel-vision approach, focussing on the one challenge that could make or break the next few years for 

them — the November Congressional elections. Thus India should expect that this administration will, for 

the next few months at least, be driven only by the adage: ―It's the economy stupid!‖ 

With the unemployment rate stabilising at 9.5 per cent and over 130,000 jobs being shed each month, 

even a juggernaut of a political issue such as the BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico may trail behind job 

creation.  

So might immigration reform. So might even the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, which are in any case set 

to slowly wind down. Imagine, then, how low on the priority list the woes of Indian industry must be. 

Nay, consider in fact the possibility that the battle of cry of ―Stop jobs getting Bangalored!‖ may actually 

serve as a handy rallying point in the barren wasteland that is the American job market. 

Given the compelling power of protectionist politics on the eve of a major round of elections, there will 

be little point in arguing that Indian industry is actually helping to create jobs for American citizens — 

though in fact it is. 



Over time the only hope for those within Indian industry seeking to do business with the U.S. may be the 

U.S. private sector itself. History would corroborate this theory. It was in many ways the bonds between 

the Indian government, on the one hand, and the Indian-American community and the U.S. nuclear 

lobbies, on the other, that helped shepherd the civilian nuclear deal through Congress. 

Indian companies with global ambitions may find that this is the only way to stop the spring of hope from 

giving way to the winter of despair. 

It was a bad day for Indian outsourcing services firms, When Barack Obama Declared a Bill on Tax 

Increase on Outsourcing.  It will be introduced to congress and if it get passed the economy will be in 

danger again. 

"Obama has proposed to tax expenditure by US companies on availing services from outside the country 

from 2011. The move has been proposed to discourage outsourcing and contain the flight of jobs to other 

countries. Payments by US companies for services outsourced to India or other countries are treated as 

normal expenditure and deducted from the company's revenue at present. They are not required to pay tax 

on that amount. " That's the case,If a company is having expense on a process near 70-80 $ it can be done 

in just 10-15$ when outsourced. Also the on outsourcing money company doesn't required to pay tax. But 

now onwards they will be paying Tax on the outsourcing money. 

The US Call Centre Bill provides that any company which intends to move its call centre operation 

abroad will render itself ineligible for federal grants and guaranteed loans.  

Secondly, the bill lays down the need to inform the US Government 120 days in advance before moving 

their call centre operation abroad; also the Secretary of Labour has to maintain a list of employers who 

outsource their service to other countries. The bill also provides a twist here; the US Call Centre Bill will 

give an option to the callers to choose an operator who is located in US. Consequently, even if an 

employer locates its call centre in another country, there are contemplations that it might need to locate its 

service in US on consumers’ demand. The Bill is going to have serious impacts on the BPOs such as 

Genpact, Intelnet etc. Apart from leading to budget cuts in these BPOs, there are apprehensions that many 

ongoing operation being carried out by such BPOs might get cancelled. US Policy behind the Bill 

The major agenda of Obama government behind this policy is to encourage insourcing by measures such 

as cutting down on payroll tax. The US President is supposed to propose a new tax break soon that will 

reward the countries that will bring job home and invest in America. However, companies tend to base 

their business on market consideration rather than tax breaks which seem to be attractive. 

Another major policy that Obama contemplates to achieve insourcing is Select USA program that 

portrays US as ideal investment location while providing for incentives and programs for the same. 

A point to be noted here is that while Obama is promoting his ―US Calling‖ policy to attract investors and 

boost up industries. Acts such as US Call Centre Bill adopted by it gives an impression of the 

protectionist stance of US which if passed will act as serious impediment for free trade, a major symbol of 

globalisation that is majorly promoted by US. 

Conclusion 

While outsourcing hubs all over the world have kept their fingers crossed regarding the bill, there have 

been serious doubts regarding the enactment of the Bill, as Som Mittal of NASSCOM commented that it 

is unlikely that the Bill would be passed and there have been attempts to present such bills in the past 

which have eventually failed. 

Nonetheless, if we consider the possibility of the passing of the Bill, an analyst Reynaldo C. Lugtu 



comments that the impact of the bill would be of short term and the call centres need to maintain its 

competitiveness and cost effectiveness and focus on innovation to retain its space in the market. 

Such vicissitude can be in form of, business model innovation by improving the financial process, 

operations innovation by increasing effectiveness, last but not the least, innovating market and services by 

focusing on newly emerging areas such as knowledge process outsourcing such as research, legal, health 

care services can open new avenues for the service providers. 

The bill also proposes $10,000 a day penalty on that does not report its location to the Labour Department 

within a period of 60 days.  

 

The Indian IT industry will raise issues related to outsourcing and immigration with US President Barack 

Obama during his visit to India next month, Infosys Technologies' chief executive S. Gopalakrishnan said 

Tuesday. 

"We are waiting for confirmation of our meeting with Obama. As an industry association (Nasscom), we 

will put forward our views across to Obama on outsourcing of IT services and the recent hike in US visa 

fee for our software professionals," Gopalakrishnan told reporters here on the margins of a conference. 

Admitting that the new US immigration policy was worrying the Indian IT industry, Gopalakrishnan said 

though the US Border Security Bill had nothing to do with immigration, it has had an impact on the cost 

of IT services firms. 

"We will also clarify to Obama that most of the job losses in the US are not arising because of 

outsourcing IT services to India. They are resulting in other sectors such as construction, retail, which is 

moving to online shops, and the rest of manufacturing moving out of the country," Gopalakrishnan said. 

Clarifying that the industry view on outsourcing was based on the statistics of the US state department of 

labour, the chief executive said India Inc. would highlight these facts and seek Obama's support to make 

sure the sentiment was not negative. 

"We will highlight this and request support from Obama to make sure at least the sentiment is not 

negative. Right now the sentiment is also negative. I expect this to be addressed. It will be part of our 

discussions with the (US) president," Gopalakrishnan said. He was speaking to reporters after delivering 

an address on "India: Knowledge and Professional Services Hub to the World - The Next Decade" at the 

conference organised by the All India Management Association (AIMA). 

Noting that significant opportunities existed between India and the US to increase trade, Gopalakrishnan 

said the support of the US president and Prime Minister Manmohan Singh was very important. "Support 

from the top is very important to move up the trade and economic ties between the largest democracy 

(India) and the oldest democracy (US). Opportunities are there to look out in higher education and 

advance research. We expect some support from the heads of the state," Gopalakrishnan said. 

Referring to the uncertainty at the macro-economic level, Gopalakrishnan said Europe had been slow in 

recovery as evident from the recent quarterly results of some leading European firms. 

"In contrast, US firms have done better from growth perspective. Confidence level in Europe is lower as 

recovery has been slow. Currency volatility is another cause for concern though the euro has picked up. 

Business sentiment is still negative in Europe than in the US," he added. 

In light of the uncertainty at the macro level and higher unemployment rate in the US, the top official said 

technology spending in the US in 2011 was going to be similar or slightly better than in 2010. 



"I expect IT budgets to be flatter or slightly up. Our way of going up the value chain is to take increasing 

share of the tech spending, as global outsourcing gets larger share of the pie," Gopalakrishnan added. 

Why outsourcing got popular in india and other countries?  

15 years back average in com of a normal Indian person was 4-5k. And sudden boom came and lots of job 

came in the market for BPO and outsourced work. The salary was 10-15k sometimes more than that. And 

the skills required was a simple graduation. Why it wont get popular then?Many youths dream was BPO 

for easy money. And People start thinking BPO as a career view. 

What is current condition in India and other countries? 

Currently a major percentage of Indian IT market is dependent on US outsourced jobs. In the recession 

period also the BPO industry is having golden age. And peoples are feared due to the Bill news. Because 

getting a job is very difficult. 

Whats Bad for India? 

Indian will loose a big share of outsourcing in com. Many people will become Job-Less. Recession didn't 

affected Indian market that much as America. It will affect more now. 

Whats good for India? 

Indian market will loose its dependency on American market.Indian Market will reduce two types of 

dependencies Direct and Indirect and it will give Indian currency the strength. It will loose some share 

but, will gain more strength in due time. Indian market will expand more in European and other countries. 

And soon recession hit will be more milder for Indian market. 

Whats Good for America? 

Jobs will be increased as more firm will stop/reduce outsourcing and look for American peoples more. 

Money will be back in American market and will help it to sustain recession. American Economy will get 

strength soon.Expenditure of American market will increase. 

 

Whats Bad for America? 

As company cost will increase for a product(As they will start doing their work in America) it will 

directed towards American peoples at the end. Many companies may stop production or some services 

due to increased cost. And cost of consumer goods and various services will increase and will affect 

living of American Peoples. 

With no "big ticket" pact in the works, fading popularity at home and suspicions in India about American 

military aid to Pakistan, he needs to reassure New Delhi that the burgeoning alliance begun by his 

predecessor is truly becoming a bona fide strategic partnership. 

The bottom line: There's very little chance Indians won't be disappointed with the outcome. 

"If you look closely at what the background briefings are from the Indian side and what is being said not 

only in Washington but by the U.S. ambassador here, one gets the sense that nothing dramatic is likely to 

emerge from the visit," said former foreign secretary Kanwal Sibal. 

Indeed, at a press briefing to outline the broad agenda for the visit, senior U.S. officials encouraged 



observers to focus on the big picture, rather than big agreements. 

"The president's itinerary in India will highlight the growth, strength and breadth of the U.S.-India 

partnership and highlight the diversity and cultural vibrancy of India," a senior U.S. official said. "We 

believe the next big thing is taking this relationship from one focused on the civil nuke deal to one that's 

deeper and broader, and that rests on a full range of strategic areas of cooperation." 

That means that the U.S. president will likely focus on India's potential to create U.S. jobs — 

simultaneously hitting the right notes at home and assuaging Indian fears about the protectionist tenor in 

recent U.S. statements and legislation regarding outsourcing. Obama will also emphasize that the U.S. 

recognizes India as a global power — reflected in more than 50 joint military exercises over the past eight 

years. 

But the fact that the visit hinges on a combination of intangibles, closed-door discussions and a series of 

small steps forward ensures that the devil will be in the details. 

"Mr. Obama and this administration are very good [people], full of nice sounding words, a lot of 

euphemisms," said Rajiv Sikri, a career Indian diplomat. "But I get the feeling that the Indian side is fairly 

hard-nosed, and will not be taken in. It's really action on the ground, and what the U.S. policies do to 

India's security and economic interests that will be the touchstone of how successful this visit is." 

What India wants 

In the wake of an announcement of more U.S. military aid for Pakistan and revelations that American 

intelligence may have withheld crucial information about the November 2008 terrorist attacks on Mumbai 

from their Indian counterparts, India wants assurance that the U.S. is coming closer to the Indian view 

that Pakistan is at the heart of the world's problems with terrorism. 

While that won't be forthcoming, Obama's first address, at Mumbai's Taj Palace Hotel, will set the right 

tone, and the recent U.S. announcement of a director of national intelligence review of the Headley affair 

suggests that the U.S. intends to put more muscle behind cooperations on counterterrorism. 

Perhaps more importantly, closed-door talks between Obama and Singh on Nov. 7 and 8 will likely flesh 

out the potential outcomes of the drawdown of U.S. forces in Afghanistan next year. 

But symbolic gestures and closed-door assurances aside, India has concrete demands that Obama will be 

hard-pressed to satisfy. The two big items at the top of India's wish list are a clear statement backing 

India's bid for a permanent seat on the United Nations Security Council, and some kind of official 

recognition of its territorial sovereignty — an oblique reference to its border disputes with China and 

Pakistan. Obama will probably steer clear of the border issues, experts say. And while the U.N. Security 

Council seat may find its way into one of Obama's speeches, the expectation is that the U.S. president's 

formulation will be too weak to fulfill India's hopes. 

"If this was said after due deliberation, with full knowledge of the implications, a lot of discerning people 

would see that as a major change in how the U.S. is beginning to look at India after the nuclear deal," said 

Sibal. 

The carefully worded statements of U.S. officials aren't promising. In a meeting with reporters to outline 

Obama's schedule, for instance, U.S. Undersecretary of State William Burns would say only, "Given 

India’s rise and its significance, we believe that India will be a central part of any consideration of a 

reformed Security Council," continuing America's "natural candidate" line, which clearly stops short of 

pushing for immediate reform. 



What the U.S. wants 

America's ambitions for Obama's visit are smaller, perhaps, but would send clear signals that the 

economic and strategic relationship between the U.S. and India is growing closer. As a big win, the U.S. 

is still pushing for a revision of India's nuclear liability laws, which the U.S. nuclear lobby argues have 

robbed the 2008 Indo-U.S. civilian nuclear agreement of its significance by creating a business advantage 

for the state-owned nuclear firms of Russia and France. 

To provide a much-needed boost for the American economy, the U.S. would also like to see India further 

loosen restrictions on foreign investment in multi-brand retail for stores like Walmart and finalize billions 

of dollars in defense contracts that would reportedly create tens of thousands of U.S. jobs. But here, too, 

little progress is expected. 

Though India signed the Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage (CSC) in 

October, its own Civil Liability for Nuclear Damages Act remains in force. Moreover, with its failure to 

win compensation for victims of the 1984 Bhopal gas tragedy from Union Carbide as the backdrop for the 

negotiations, India appears both unwilling and politically unable to water down the 2010 law. As minister 

of state for science and technology, Prithviraj Chavan, told a gathering of reporters at the Founder’s Day 

celebration of India's Bhabha Atomic Research Center, ―We won’t accept any conditions and agreements 

will be on our terms." 

For the other items on the U.S. wish list, there's optimism on the question of if, but doubts regarding the 

question of when. Recently, India's commerce minister said the 51 percent cap on foreign direct 

investment in single-brand retail (e.g. the Nike store) could soon be eliminated, but said that a 

"consultative process" would be required before the ban on investment in multi-brand stores could be 

raised to an investment limit of 51 percent. 

And while Obama is expected to conclude a $3.5 billion deal to buy 10 C-17 transport aircraft from 

Boeing, no decision is expected on an $11 billion tender for multi-role fighter jets — for which America's 

Lockheed Martin and Boeing are competing with European, Russian and Israeli manufacturers. 

Wiggle room 

Nevertheless, with some $50 billion in bilateral trade — and a broad trade balance — both the U.S. and 

India have strong economic incentives to ensure that Obama's visit is a success. As a result, both 

governments have worked hard to develop a set of "deliverables" where they believe there's a good 

chance to demonstrate tangible progress. These items include relatively anodyne projects in the areas of 

alternative energy and agriculture. But there could also be some wiggle room on defense moves that 

would provide clearer signals of a developing strategic partnership. 

India is pushing for the U.S. to remove its space agency and defense research organization from the 

Bureau of Industry and Security "Entity List" that restricts them from purchasing so-called "dual use" 

technologies with potential nuclear applications, while the U.S. is pushing for India to sign several 

agreements that it says would facilitate better military cooperation. 

Progress on neither is guaranteed, but both moves would mark significant steps forward. The removal of 

export controls — which were put in place after India tested its nuclear bomb in 1998 — would bring 

India a step closer to the acknowledgement as a legitimate nuclear weapons state that was the implicit 

promise of the Indo-U.S. nuclear pact. 

Meanwhile, India's signing of America's three arcane defense pacts — the communications 

interoperability and security memorandum of agreement (CISMOA), the basic exchange and cooperation 

agreement for geo-spatial cooperation (BECA) and the logistical support agreement (LSA) — would 



demonstrate that the political and defense establishments in New Delhi no longer fear sacrificing 

neutrality if it means gaining a broader role in geopolitical affairs. 

So far, the U.S. appears closer to removing export controls than India is to signing the defense 

agreements. 

This August, Obama announced a general easing of restrictions on exports of products with potential 

military applications. And in praising India for signing the CSC, U.S. Undersecretary Burns expressed 

guarded optimism about the Entity List, saying, "We’re also making progress on cooperation in space and 

updating export controls to reflect the reality of a 21st century partnership in which India is treated as a 

partner and not as a target." 

In contrast, Indian Defense Minister A.K. Antony reportedly told U.S. Defense Secretary Robert Gates 

point blank at an October meeting in Washington that India would not sign the three "enabling" defense 

agreements during Obama's visit. Though the U.S. conducts more military exercises with India than with 

any other country, Indian defense officials maintain that the unsigned agreements do not pose a major 

impediment to the cooperation, and political concerns make signing the deals difficult. 

"The implication of that [reluctance to sign the pacts] is that India should not be seen in too warm an 

embrace with the United States," said former Air Vice Marshal Kapil Kak, referring to the desire in some 

quarters to adhere to the Cold War policies written when India was a leader of the Non-Aligned 

Movement. "[But] if India wants to exercise greater responsibility and influence and larger strategic and 

security capacities in the broader neighborhood, then India will have to take specific stances in 

situations." 

The trick for Obama will be to connect enough dots to create the big picture he needs to convince the 

remaining naysayers in India. 


